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TRANSVERSELY HOMOGENEOUS FOLIATIONS
by Robert A. BLUMENTHAL
Introduction and statement of main results.
One way of defining a smooth codimension q foliation 8? °^ a manifold M is by a smooth N^-cocyle {(U,,f^ap)}a,p6A where N 4 is a smooth qdimensional manifold and (i) {Uj^eA ls an O P en cover of M.
(ii) /" : U, -> N 4 is a smooth submersion whose level sets are the leaves of S/u.
(hi) g^ : /p(U, n Up) -> /^U^ n Up) is a diffeomorphism satisfying /a=^p°/p on U,nUp.
If N^ is a homogeneous space G/K (here G is a Lie group and K c: G is a closed subgroup) and each g^ is (the restriction of) a G-translation of G/K, then g is called a (transversely) homogeneous G/K-foliation.
Let us consider an important example due to Roussarie. Let G = SL(2,R), K = \{ }: ac=l,a>(4, and let F be a uniform X\b c; ) discrete subgroup of SL(2,R). The foliation of SL(2,R) whose leaves are the left cosets of K induces on M = F\SL(2,R) a homogeneous SL(2,R)/K ^ Spoliation g. Moreover, g is defined by a smooth nowhere zero one-form co on M satisfying rfco = co A o)i, dw^ = .0)2 A co, rico^ = co i A 0)2. Later in this paper we shall show that this set of equations completely characterizes the homogeneous SL(2,R)/K ^ S^foliations.
Let G be a Lie group acting effectively on the connected homogeneous space G/K and let g be a homogeneous G/K-foliation of a connected manifold M. 
transformations). The hononomy group of a leaf L of ^ is isomorphic to the isotropy subgroup F^ of F at L, w^r^ L is a leaf of ^f projecting to L. // M is compact (whence each leaf of 8' has a well-defined growth type), the growth of L is dominated by the growth of the orbit F(x), x = /(£). Thus, if 7ii(M) has non-exponential growth (respectively, polynomial growth of degree d), then all the leaves of 5 have non-exponential growth (respectively, polynomial growth of degree d).
See [3] for a more general statement of the first part of the theorem.
In Section 3 we provide a differential forms characterization of a large class of homogeneous foliations. Let {81,.. .,6^_fc,9^_j^i,.. .,9^} be a basis of the space of left-invariant one-forms on G such that {6^_fc+i,.. .,9J-is a basis of the left-invariant one-forms on K. We then have the structure equations of G relative to this basis : 
In Section 5 we study several particular types of homogeneous foliations and the case where the leaves are one-dimensional. For instance, it is proved that if g is a one-dimensional homogeneous SO(2q-\-l)/SO(2q) ^ S 24 -foliation of a compact manifold M, then 7ii(M) has polynomial growth of degree ^ 1 and g has a compact leaf. If M 3 is compact and n^(M 3 ) is not solvable, then M 3 does not support a codimension 2 Euclidean (homogeneous SO (2)-R^SO (2)-) foliation.
Proof of Theorem 1.
Let {(U,,/^^)}^A be a G/K-cocycle defining g. Here g^eG and \ denotes the diffeomorphism of G/K sending aK to g^aK. Let P^{[^°/aL ' ' ^U,, aeA, geG}, where [^o/,L denotes the germ°f \ °/a at x -By analyticity and the connectivity of G/K, P admits a differentiable structure such that the natural projection K : P -> M is a smooth regular covering with G as the group of covering transformations. TC/L : L -> L is a regular covering whose group of covering transformations, namely F^, is isomorphic to the holonomy group of L. Note that the holonomy group of L can be realized as a subgroup of K and that if a is a loop in L which is homotopically trivial in M, then the element of holonomy determined by a is trivial.
We now assume that M is compact. Let {U,Jp^}^=i be a finite G/Kcocycle defining g" such that {Uj^i is a regular covering of M in the sense of [6, pp. 336-337] such plaque, then f^} ^^(r). Hence v^n)^^(n-l) and sô (n) ^ mg^(n-l) which completes the proof of the theorem.
COROLLARY. -If G is nilpotent or if n^(M) is nilpotent then all the leaves of g have polynomial growth. Moreover, the holonomy group of every leaf is finitely generated and has polynomial growth.
Proof. -Since F is a finitely generated nilpotent group, it has polynomial growth [I] , [11] and hence all the leaves of g have polynomial growth. Let L be a leaf of g and Len'
1^) a leaf projecting to L. Since F^ <= F is a subgroup of a finitely generated nilpotent group, we have that F^ is finitely generated [7] and hence has polynomial growth.
COROLLARY. -If G is solvable and K^(M) has non-exponential growth, then all the leaves of ® have polynomial growth.
Proof. -Since F is a finitely generated solvable group with nonexponential growth, it follows that F has polynomial growth [11]. 
Structure equations and the normal bundle.
The following is established using arguments similar to those found, e.g., in Chapter 10 of [9] . Noting that the two-dimensional affine group K={^ °);^=l^>ol (\b c) } is contractible, we see that Corollary 1 follows from Proposition (3.1) and Theorem 2. 
LEMMA. -Let L be a leaf of g. Then i) L is proper (i.e., L 15 an imbedded submanifold of M) if and only if ^L is a discrete subset of N. ii) L is compact if and only if ^L is discrete and closed. in) L is dense if and only if ^L is dense.
iv Proof. -Since S is compact, it follows that G is compact. Thus £ is a compact Lie group acting smoothly on N. Let W c= S be the union of the principal orbits [2] . Then W is an open, dense, saturated subset of N and £\W is a connected Hausdorff manifold [2] . Let V = ^(p'^W)) c M.
Then V is an open, dense, ^-saturated submanifold of M. We have a smooth submersion V -> £ \W defining 5/V and hence ^/V is a regular foliation of V with all leaves compact. Thus V -> £ \W = V/ § is a fibration [5] , the fibers being the leaves of S/V. In particular, V is connected. Proof. -Let n : M -> M be the universal cover of M and let TI'^L)b e a connected component of TT'^L). Then TT/TC'^L^ : Tt'^L^ -^ L is a covering of L. Since L is compact with finite fundamental group, it follows that TC'^L^ is compact. Let L' be a leaf of § contained in TI'^L^. Then L' is a closed subset of the compact space n'^L^ and hence L' is compact. Thus all the leaves of § are compact and so all the leaves of g are compact. If in addition N is compact, then n : M -» N is a fibration with compact base and compact fiber. Thus M is compact and so n^(M) is finite. Proof. -Suppose that no leaf of g-is compact. Then all the leaves of gare simply connected and hence ^Tti(L) is trivial for all Leg. Let T e TCi (M). Then, since \|/(r) : S 24 -»-S 24 has a fixed point, there exists a leaf L'e g such that
THEOREM. -Suppose (G/K) is compact and that Leg is a compact leaf. If the holonomy group of L has non-exponential growth (respectively, polynomial growth of degree d), then all the leaves of
and hence T is the identity covering transformation and so M is simply connected. Thus M fibers over S 2^, the fibers being the leaves of g" • But this implies that all the leaves of gare circles which is impossible. Hence there exists a compact leaf L e ®. Since the fundamental group of L has polynomial growth of degree 1, it follows from Theorem (4.6) that 7ii(M) has polynomial growth of degree d ^ 1. [I] , £o is finitely generated and has the same growth type as Z. We consider four cases : a) (£)o is zero-dimensional : Then Z is discrete and hence finite. Thus S(x) is finite for all x e S 2 and so all the leaves of g are compact by Lemma (4.3).
b) (£)o is one-dimensional :Then (2)o is isomorphic to S 1 and so Zo is (finitely generated) abelian. Hence Z has polynomial growth. Thus, by arguments identical to those used to establish Theorem 1, all the leaves of 3-have polynomial growth. Now Zo is not trivial for otherwise (2)o would be zero-dimensional. Choose a non-identity element A e So. Then A has exactly two fixed points x, y G S 2 . If B e Eo ls nontrivial, then ABx = BAx = Bx and ABy = BAy = By. Hence either Bx = x and By = y or else Bx = y and B^ = x. Either way, the orbit of x under Eo is finite. Thus Z(x) is finite and so 8-has a compact leaf. Proof. -Let ae£. Suppose <r(x) = x for some xeR 2 . Choose T e 7ti(M) such that v|/(r) = o and let L' e 3-be a leaf such that p(L') = x. Then r(L') = L'. Setting L=7i(L')eg, we have that TGTC^M)^ ^ ^Tii(L). Since L is simply connected, it follows that T, and hence a, is the identity transformation. Thus £ acts freely on R 2 and so £ is a group of translations. Hence 5 is a Lie R^foliation. Finally, v| / : 7ti(M) -^ £ is an isomorphism and so 7Ci(M) is abelian. Proof. -Since ^(M) is abelian, we have that £ is abelian. Hence all the non-identity elements of £ have the same fixed point set Z. Either Z is empty or Z has one element. If Z is empty, then £ is a group of translations and so g is a Lie Probation. Suppose Z = {x}, x e R 2 . Let L' e § be a leaf such that p(L') = x and let L = Ti(L') e g. Then £ Proof. -In this case G = SL(2,R) and we have v| / : TT^M) -> SL(2,R) with image v| / = £ c: SL(2,R). By Lemma (4.3), £\N is compact and hence £\G is compact. Thus £\SL(2,R) is compact which is impossible since £ has non-exponential growth.
